DO REMOTE WORK RIGHT.

THE 5
WARNING
SIGNS YOU
HAVE POOR
PRODUCTIVITY

Tech does
not function
the same at
home as it
does at the
office.

Today’s work requires speed and agility
so when an employee has to work remotely
from home, the experience should be
relatively the same. The trouble is this is not
always the case. Is your company data stored
on premises, making it much slower to
access? Are employees’ connections slow?
Are the applications they need to access
only available on their office desktop – and
they don’t have access to that desktop from
home?

PRODUCTIVITY WARNING SIGN

#1

Employees
go around IT
to use the
applications
and devices
they want to
get their jobs
done faster.

Trying to do a job as efficiently as possible
from home (especially during COVID-19)
has lead people to find creative workarounds
such as using unapproved cloud solutions
and personal devices to share, store, and
collaborate on data. Unfortunately, IT is
often recognized as a roadblock to productivity – preventing application and device
improvements and not troubleshooting fast
enough... but you can change that. There
are secure solutions to govern application
management and devices, as well as remediate issues, providing the expediency and
scalability people need to get their jobs done
faster.

PRODUCTIVITY WARNING SIGN

#2

People are
suffering
from
meeting
overload.

Are people stressed finding the number of
meetings they’re attending gives them little
time to do work? Have virtual meetings
taken over since the quick pivot to working
from home? Finding the right balance
between working on tasks and collaboration
requires the right mix of tools and culture.
With minor adjustments, businesses can
boost their productivity, enabling their
employees to be more productive and less
stressed.

PRODUCTIVITY WARNING SIGN

#3

People are
continously
toggling
between
multiple
applications
to get work
done.

In a recent digital transformation survey*
of over 900 worldwide professionals, 67%
said it would be easier to focus on work if
important information from all of their apps
appeared in a single window. Making technology work the way people think is critical
to achieving productivity; one pane of glass
productivity is achievable and we know how
to get you there.

Source: Survey by harmon.ie

PRODUCTIVITY WARNING SIGN

#4

People are
frequently
interrupted
by new tasks,
making them
unable to
focus on the
job at hand.

One of the major challenges of every worker
is how to manage tasks. IT can play an
integral role in alleviating the bottlenecks
of productivity and instead, optimize
employee’s time – ensuring people avoid
burnout. Help your company achieve
advanced levels of efficiency by giving them
the tools and trainings to be more successful.

PRODUCTIVITY WARNING SIGN

#5

Is your business working
remotely the right way?
Know for sure – take the free
Remote Work Right Maturity Assessment
and receive a personalized report.
LEARN MORE.>
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